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Life Sunday Catechesis for Middle School Students
“Special Needs Kids/People with Disabilities”
Expected Time: 30-40 minutes
Materials: PDF document (provided) and Bible
Media: Youtube (TV/Projector)
Concept: Embracing the gift of life in each human individual
Prayer: Our Father, Hail Mary and Glory be to the Father
Bible Verse:
“The King will reply, 'Truly I tell you, whatever you did
for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine,
you did for me.” (Matthew 25:40)
1. Respect people with disabilities. Treat them with equal dignity.
2. Don’t assume they see their disability as a tragedy. Many people with disabilities have worked through tough emotions to
be happy and content with their lives. A seemingly harmless statement like, “I’m so sorry that happened to you,” or some
thing of that nature can make a person with a disability feel sad and sorry.
3. Adjust posture to be eye-level. The height difference between people in wheelchairs and able-bodies can create an
unspoken feeling of superiority and inferiority. To be safe, sit or stand at eye-level with the person who has a disability
when it is appropriate and possible.
4. Make eye contact; never avoid someone with a disability. People who fear they could do or say something unintentionally
disrespectful toward a person with a disability will sometimes default to ignoring that person altogether.
Try to avoid doing this.
5. People with disabilities are humans, and their existence deserves acknowledgement. Any human would feel terrible being
ignored; it’s never the right choice.
6. Ask if he or she needs assistance before providing it. Don’t try to accommodate every last need of someone with a disability
in attempts to be respectful. The better choice is to ask, “Is there anything I can help you with?”
7. Do not underestimate the abilities of someone with a disability. Many people with disabilities are capable of caring for t
themselves without any assistance. They understand what they’re capable of and what their limitations are. God has given
them unique gifts and talents to overcome their disabilities.
8. Seek to understand the person and his or her disability before expecting to be understood. There may be times when you try
your best to be respectful of a person with a disability and it backfires. You may be perceived incorrectly or perhaps offend
someone unintentionally. Before getting angry and thinking, “They should understand I wasn’t trying to be rude,” step back
from the situation and understand there could be many contributing factors to why that person got upset.
9. Be cautious of using outdated, offensive terms. Words like “handicapped” or “wheelchair bound” are not acceptable terms
to use today. “Wheelchair accessible” is the more appropriate term to use. Handicapped is a broad and general term that
many people think implies a helplessness. Disabled is more appropriate.
The number one thing to remember is to treat someone with a disability how you would want to be treated. Everyone appreciates respect and etiquette.
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Activity :
Blindfold kids and try making them stand in height order without speaking. (Ask questions to the students along the way
about the intention of this activity)
Ask the kids to tie their shoelace, tie their hair or button up their shirts with mittens covering their hands.
Video:
https://goo.gl/jjTa27
https://goo.gl/gGNw9s
Video discussion Questions:
What do you think is the proper etiquette of showing respect to people with disabilities? (let the children respond with their
answers and guide them along with these points)The most important part of interacting with someone who has a disability is seeing that person for whom he or she is, and not
what disability that person has.
Challenge students:
To share their experiences.
To treat others as they would like to be treated
Read Bible: Matthew 25:40
Closing Prayer: Our Father, Hail Mary and Glory be to the Father

‘people of life and for life’
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